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MANAGEMENT DECISIONS, PUBLIC
OVERSIGHT AND DATA NEEDS

Tom Cox
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Early on in my involvement with commodity promotion evaluation!,
I was having a discussion with a program manager about the role 01
evaluation and oversight. He made a fairly heated comment, soine,;
thing to the effect that, "No pointy-headed academic is going to te'l
me how to run my program!" Being an academic type, I quicklY
checked to see if my point was showing and came to the conclusion
that my hair was probably beginning to thin on top. More serious 
though, I thought about his comment for quite a bit before coming t°
the conclusion that he was probably right in some fundamental re-
spects.

This episode has motivated my search—which is still in process, 35
I think is true for the Northeast Regional Research Committee on
Commodity Promotion (NEC-63) group in general—into the clues-
tions about the legitimate role of oversight. What are the appropriate9
activities that can/should be performed in an oversight capacitY:,
One other observation really struck me as a result of this episode: II
management/oversight relationship is adversarial, then the dialogue
with respect to data needs is likely to be less than constructive.

The Evolution of Promotion Programs and Oversight/Evaluati00

Much of the discussion over the past day and a half has focused °I1
commodity promotion policy in a global economy. I think John Nic-
hols, in his previous remarks, did an excellent job of focusing soule
of the public policy context by identifying the major market 

forces
shaping the evolution of these programs and how we view them; ill
particular, how we view the evaluation needs of these programs. A5
these programs have evolved more and more as farmer self-helP
programs, there is a very strong component of "privatization" ass°-
ciated with these programs. This dimension perhaps has begun t°
replace what used to be government directed research and other
marketing activities.

Associated with this privatization, a broadening of the definition °f
promotion, beyond advertising narrowly defined, is increasingly re"
quired. The gamut of self-help activities includes wholesale trade
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and consumer promotion (in addition to consumer advertising), crisis
response management, information management, research and de-
velopment, and education activities. Clearly, commodity promotion
rograms are not just for advertising any more; and they are not just
l()r domestic markets.

Yesterday's presentations helped clarify some of the changes in
these programs that have paralleled changes in the market forces
411d, hence, changes in the evaluation policy context. In particular
We heard discussion of the increased use of the delayed referendum,
'lore use of federal/state authority to assess and collect these check-

funds as well as more use of federal and state matching funds to
ilarget and enhance exports of specific commodities in specific mar-
"ts. More of the recent programs are becoming less voluntary and
Illany are not providing provisions for checkoff refunds (as a way to
decrease free riders).

The discussion of these trends highlights the need for increased
flexibility in these programs if they are to become more effective
self-help institutions. Associated with this need for increased pro-
gram flexibility are increased challenges to the dialogue about pro-
gram management, public oversight and data collection objectives
tairld needs. With respect to data and evaluation, LS1I tend to look at
'Ills as a dialogue about private versus public interests and internal
versus external needs.

The Dual Nature of Oversight/Accountability

One of the strong evaluation themes from yesterday's presenta-
tions was accountability to program participants for the dollars
Spent. To the extent that these commodity promotion boards are fi-
nanced and run by their members, I think most boards are generally
Pretty responsive to their members. Additional evaluation issues
peoncern accountability to federal/state agencies with respect to the
!act that federal/state authority is used to assess these funds. It is this
latter dimension of the commodity promotion/checkoff programs that
raises the oversight issue.

Yesterday's presentations clarified for me that there are three key
e°Inponents of oversight: 1) evaluation that the promotion funds are
Ilsed legitimately given the legislation that created the programs; 2)
Checking the books to make sure they are "clean"; and 3) evaluation.
Of program effectiveness and efficiency, the more traditional pro-
gram evaluation with which many researchers are familiar. I suspect
this third oversight component is the likely source of my earlier ex-
Perience with promotion manager sentiment.

, Note that there is a fundamental dual nature associated with over-
sight accountability: a legal and bookkeeping nature (the first and
second components) and an effectiveness/efficiency component. I
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will focus on the latter evaluation dimension, because this is where
the greater challenges lie.

From the private/internal side of the evaluation issue, dairy farny
ers; pork, soybean and cotton producers; and cattlemen clearly have,
an interest that their money is well spent in an effective and efficient
manner. Public interest and U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA) oversight, however, have slightly different objectives. There
was an interesting comment yesterday concerning the language
used by Congress to create these commodity promotion programs'
The Congress says, in effect, "We deem it in the public interest 

to

have this legislation." A lot of people apparently do not fully apPr
ate what this might mean, but, clearly, there are some strings av
tached to the use of federal/state power to legislate these programs'
And these strings relate to how broadly the "public interest" is inter-
preted and perceived.

This is exactly the dual nature that creates a tension between P°-
tentially conflicting goals and objectives of private/internal versu5
public/external accountability and the means to accomplish these.
This then is really the basis of the challenge to us in NEC-63: to ex"
plore, facilitate and strengthen the commonality of interest with re;
spect to management decision making and public oversight (which
have narrowed to just the evaluation component).

The Dual Nature of Data Needs

Now to focus this dual private/public challenge, consider the issue
of data needs. Basic data are required for "big picture" or macr°-
oversight evaluation, but, clearly, "one size does not fit all" with rei:
spect to the data needs issue. There are a lot of policy contexts Witi,;
respect to commodity promotion programs that are very, very br°ariu.
and some that are quite narrow. For example, consider the U.
dairy promotion program: many spatial markets; many differ0
products; several organizations promote similar products within na-
tional and/or regional markets; there are sizable budgets for adver-
tising, research and development, consumer and trade educatiol;
and promotion; and, there is government intervention through Prie„
supports, import quotas and federal/state marketing orders. Fro'
macro/oversight evaluation perspective, this is a very difficult, quail-
titative measurement problem.

The same is true with respect to foreign markets. From a research
perspective, you ideally have to hold constant all of the other con'
flicting factors influencing the market: exchange rates, trade policY.',
supply and demand from importers and exporters, etc. Again, this
a very difficult, quantitative measurement problem.

In contrast, consider the case of promotion evaluation for a fai1131,
narrow, well-defined market. A classic example is New York Statir,
fluid milk. Here the products and spatial markets are few and wel
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defined (fluid milk versus all dairy products in selected major metro-
Politan markets of New York state). There is only one major generic
Promotion organization in the region that spends the bulk of its pro-
Illotional budget on advertising (versus research and development,
clucation, and nonadvertising promotion). There also exist rela-
oely good measures of advertising and product movement on a
Illonthly basis. For these reasons, quantitative promotion evaluation
is likely to be much less difficult than in the case of the total U.S.
airy promotion programs.

The point I wish to make is that there exist many promotion eval-
ation contexts with the potential for strong commonality of interest

111 gathering good data that will help in the oversight evaluation and
With monthly or quarterly management decisions. In contrast, there
,Ir.e many other situations in which it will be very difficult to have
Luis kind of cooperation.

The Potential for Commonality of Interests and Data Needs

To what extent do the data needs of management decision makers
ar,11c1 public oversight overlap? Perhaps there are accounting and
gata management related issues that will provide a basis for devel-
°Ping this commonality of interests; e.g., getting data in common ma-
enine-readable format; agreeing on "accounting" guidelines for

nen/how the promotion expenditures are spent; agreeing on guide-
Lilies for measurement of advertising intensity and dealing with over-
itead expenses associated with these programs, etc.

One challenge to NEC-63, then, is to further this management de-
lsion/oversight dialogue, to propose data/evaluation guidelines and
perhaps even to identify incentives to facilitate the collection of data
,t1 a form useful for public oversight research as well as management

cision making. The public/private dilemma arises here as well.
;here is the chance that the oversight/evaluation activity will suggest
'nese programs are not as effective as one might like. This is a risk

PeoPle run. However, if you talk to most managers, they really want
10 know if the program is not effective.

s. Many of the larger commodity promotion groups have sufficient
i!ze economies to provide many of these services for themselves.
heY have sufficiently large and competent staffs to monitor, collect
'11d interpret the essential data required for effective program man-
„ageinent decisions. But what are the smaller commodity promotion
"rograms, those without sufficient staff or, perhaps, without the staff
e Pertise to monitor/collect the data and put it in a form useful for
41anagement decisions as well as oversight?

b I think there is a better chance that we are going to get good num-.
t ers in a quantitative sense if we have a more narrowly defined con
1 t. I think it is much more difficult to talk about an overall bottom
lne to the farm level of the dairy checkoff, for example, than it is to
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talk about how successful certain campaigns were in certain mar'
kets. Most promotion organizations use a portfolio of activities to aC#
complish their objectives. It behooves us to use a portfolio of aPPr°-
priate tools to evaluate these activities. So we have to evolve a better
understanding of the strengths and limitations of what quantitative
research can do with respect to promotion evaluation. This is clearlY
part of John Nichols' challenge to us as well: to broaden our workirig
definitions of what evaluation means.

In a very real sense I have to agree with the sentiment expressed
by the marketing manager in my earlier story. The key issue here iS
what faces day-to-day, monthly and quarterly management decisia
making versus these "big picture" macro evaluation exercises. Or
fortunately, from a public oversight perspective, it is these mac°
policy evaluations that are mostly in demand and precisely those
evaluation contexts that are generally more difficult to measure
quantitatively.

Clearly, then, there are serious research issues that arise with re-

spect to evaluation methodologies. The NEC-63 group has been cony
mitted to exploring these research issues. We are clearly evolvinkins
our evaluation methodologies and our appreciation of the strengtP_
and weaknesses of the tools we bring to bear on the issue. Soril,
promotion activities are much more amendable to quantitative evair
uation than others, most of these institutions have a wide variety .°.!
activities that are quite legitimate and some of them will be very di
ficult to measure.

Conclusions: Three Challenges

1. Challenge to Evaluation Researchers

The first challenge is to the "pointy-headed" types, the acadenlic
researchers. Their challenge is to get more "real," to become nwre,
relevant to program managers as a source of research expertise.,
think we had some indications yesterday that our traditional suPPI?'
and demand models, while appropriate in many contexts, are seri-
ously lacking in others. To the extent that specific promotion Pr();
gram objectives are to influence attitudes as precursors to changin,
behavior, we need to incorporate this in our econometric-base°
evaluation modeling. Clearly we are beginning to evolve in this
rection. We are beginning to take broader perspectives with respec
to the tools used to address these issues. Perhaps we can provide
help with data base management, with a better linkage betwee.1;
analysis and decision making. There are several examples of thi
around, illustrating good management, decision making, and over'
sight cooperation.
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2. Challenge to Program Managers

The second challenge is to program managers who, although they
Inay view public oversight more as a nuisance, need to help educate
researchers about their daily, weekly and quarterly decision-making
Ileeds. I know many managers get reams and reams of data that are
often very difficult to make useful. Researchers may be of some as-
sistance in this context. The challenge to managers is to help re-
searchers to get more real, to help educate researchers in manage-
'Tient needs, functions and constraints.

Challenge to NEC-63

My third and concluding challenge is the challenge to NEC-63.
-his challenge is to continue to foster the dialogue between manag-
ers and oversight types and to sponsor a joint effort to identify and
!stablish guidelines for data management. One issue I find very frus-
Ltating is that, unless we gather promotion data in a way that will be
Ilseful for evaluation on a systematic basis, we will never have good
evaluation numbers. To me this is quite clear. However, to the ex-
tent there are adversarial managerial/evaluation relationships with
respect to these data and information needs, we will not make good
13rogress on that front. This is a serious challenge to the NEC-63
Froup to continue to foster the dialogue so we can begin to gather
petter data on a more systematic basis in a fashion that will be useful
both to management decision making as well as public oversight.

The NEC-63 has contributed to the dialogue and evolution of these
issues. As commodity promotion institutions have evolved, so have

their usefulness as farmer self-help programs. As the activities un-

dertaken to accomplish self-help objectives have expanded and

evolved, it seems clear we need to evolve the means and criteria by

,Which we evaluate these programs. This, as well as promoting a bet-
ler understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of program eval-
llation, is the continual challenge to NEC-63.
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